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Đề thi Tiếng Anh giữa học kì 2 lớp 7 năm 2021 - Đề số 1 

Find the word which has different sound in the underlined part 

1. A. sign        B. mistake    C. triangle     D. drive 

2. A. rest        B. help       C. garden       D. identify 

3. A. jumped      B. loved      C. washed       D. liked 

4. A. long        B. boring     C. shocked      D. comedy 

5. A. train       B. wait       C. said         D. paid 

Choose the correct answer by circling A, B, C, or D 

6. Linda used to __________ morning exercise when she got up early. 

A. did                 B. does 

C. doing               D. do 

7. A ____________ is a film that shows real life events or stories. 

A. action                B. documentary 

C. thriller              D. comedy 

8. Does your bike ever ___________ down on the way to school? 

A.break                  B. take 

C. do                    D. turn 

9. __________is La Tomatina celebrated? - Every August. 

A. Where               B. Why 

C. When                D. Which 

10. This morning, I was ______ in a traffic jam and got to school fifteen minutes late. 

A. catch                B. block 

C. struck               D. stuck 
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11. It is ______ to use a hand-held mobile phone while driving or riding. 

A. safe                B. important 

C. illegal             D. careful 

12. You ______ cross the street when the light is red. 

A. should              B. don’t have to 

C. can                 D. mustn’t 

Write the correct from or tense of verbs in brackets 

13. If I have enough money, I _________________ (buy) a racing car. 

14. Transport used ______________ (be) much slower three hundred years ago 

15. ____________________ (you/ ever/ drive) on the wrong side of the road? 

Supply the correct form of the words in brackets 

16. Jennifer Lawrence became a huge star after her excellent ____________ in The 

Hunger Games. (perform) 

17. I find nature documentaries every ______________. I learn a lot from them. (educate) 

There is one mistake In each sentence, find and correct it 

18. La Tomatina is hold on the last Wednesday of August every year. 

_______________________________________________________ 

19. What do people celebrate New Year around the world? 

_______________________________________________________ 

20. Two days ago, I see a movie on Netflix with my parents. 

_______________________________________________________ 

Read the text carefully, then decide if the statements are true (T) or false (F) 
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Holi, known as the festival of colours, is the Hindu festival celebrated by Hindus all over 

Asia and also by the people from some parts of Europe and North America. It is mainly 

observed in India and Nepal. 

Holi commemorates the victory of good over evil, marks the arrival of Spring, and a time 

to give thanks for the good harvest. The dates change each year according to the full 

moon, but it is normally in March and sometimes in late February and lasts for a night 

and a day. 

Traditional Holi celebrations start the night before Holi with a Hollka Dahan where 

people gather around a bonfire and perform religious rituals praying that evil will be 

destroyed. The next morning is a free-for-all festival of colours. People chase each other, 

smear each other with paint, throw coloured paint powder over each other, and drench 

each other with coloured water. Some people carry waterguns and coloured water-filled 

balloons for their water fight. In the evening, people visit houses of their friends and 

relatives and share sweets and other food items. 

21. The ‘festival of colours’ is another name for Holi. 

22. Only Hindus celebrate Holỉ. 

23. Holi is celebrated on 1 March - the first official day of spring. 

24. Holi activities start early In the morning. 

25. The famous festival of colours is the second day of Hol . nd cojour each other. 

26. Water guns and water-filled balloons are also used to play and colour each other. 

Choose the word or phrase among A, B, C or D that best fits the blank space in the 

following passage 

The Running of the Bulls is a (27)__________of the famous San Fermin festival - a 

practice that involves running in front of a small group of bulls (typically a dozen) that 

have been let loose on a course of a town’s streets. A first firework is set off at 8 a.m. to 

alert the runners that the corral gate is (28)__________ . A second firework signals that 

all six bulls have (29)__________ released. The third and fourth fireworks are signals 

that all of the herd has entered the bullring, marking the end of the event. Every year 

between 200 and 300 people (30)__________injured during the run (31)__________ 

most injuries are due to falls and are not serious. So you think you support it? 

27. A. part 

B. whole 
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C. section 

D. piece 

28. A. to close 

B. closed 

C. open 

D. opening 

29. A. be 

B. been 

C. being 

D. to be 

30. A. are 

B. were 

C. have been 

D. had been 

31. A because 

B. so 

C. although 

D. but 

Arrange the words to make sentences meaningful 

32. carnival / Rio I has I famous / the / most / in / the / world. 

→ ____________________________________________________________________ 

33. festival / when / the / starts / people / square / gather / in / the / town. 

→ ____________________________________________________________________ 
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Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets, without changing the meaning. 

34. I’ve never seen such a boring movie. (most) 

It_________________________________________________________ 

35. How long is it since you wnt to the cinema. (last) 

When___________________________________________________ 

Đáp án đề thi giữa kì 2 môn Tiếng Anh lớp 7 2021 - Đề số 1 

Find the word which has different sound in the underlined part 

1. B  2. C   3. B    4. D   5. C 

Choose the correct answer by circling A, B, C or D 

6. D   7. B   8. A   9. C   10. D  11. C   12. D 

Write the correct from or tense of verbs in brackets 

13. will buy 

14. to be 

15. Have you ever driven 

Supply the correct form of the words in brackets 

16. performance 

17. educational 

There is one mistake In each sentence, find and correct it 

18. hold => held 

19. What => How 

20. see => saw 

Read the text carefully, then decide if the statements are true (T) or false (F) 

21. T    22. F    23. F    24. F    25. T   26. T 
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Choose the word or phrase among A, B, C, or D that best fits the blank space in the 

following passage 

22. A     23. C    24. B     25. A     26. C 

Arrange the words to make sentences meaningful 

32. Rio has the most famous carnival in the world 

33. When the festival starts, people gather in the town square 

Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets, without changing the meaning. 

34. It is the most boring movie I’ve ever seen 

35. When did you last go to the cinema? 
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